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I study:

1) Business ethics (especially how to use 
behavioral science to improve ethical culture)

2) Political psychology (especially the psychology 
of tribalism and political polarization)



Line 1: Business Ethics



Accounting Dodd-Frank

Leadership

Pay and Promotion

Marketing

Human RightsCompliance Programs

Corporate Governance

Culture

Internal Reporting

Sentencing Guidelines

CSR

Sarbanes-Oxley
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Line 2:
Moral and 
Political 

Psychology







(Basket of 10 items asked since 1994, also includes: 
Govt, Environmental reg, homosexuality, and “peace through strength”)



Pew, 2017:
Avg. diff On 
basket Of 10 
attitude items
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The Convergence: August, 2017
August 5-11

August 11-12





--July: James Damore returns from diversity training, writes an 
internal memo about why he thinks Google’s approach is 
wrong. Title: “Google’s Ideological Echo Chamber”

--Reviews psych research on gender diffs; focuses on diffs of 
interest & personality, not ability

--Aug 5: Memo is leaked, leads to widespread outrage
--Aug 7: Fired for violating workplace code of conduct.
--Each political team takes the episode as evidence of its 

grievances against the other
--Increased focus within companies on underrepresented 

groups











Conservative respondent:

“Fortunately, the severe examples of this problem 
appear to be limited to the larger, public firms, 
unlike my own, as they employ greater numbers 
of very young, recent grads who are exhibiting 
this extreme political-correctness policing and 
desire to invoke policing forces against others.”



Millennial generation: 1982-2000?
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Millennial generation: 1982-1994

iGen: 1995-?

Big changes in the data on college 
students beginning around 2012, 
class that graduated in 2016





Growing up slowly; has less “life experience”



Data from Higher 
Education 
Research Institute

Men

Women

No iGen

All iGen



Claim: Increasingly, young 
people have learned to 
compete for status by 
emphasizing victimhood. 
React strongly to small things.

--women and men
--black and white
--left and right



















Summing up:
--America has had rising political polarization and animosity 

since 1990s
--Trump election & behavior has intensified existing trends
--There is increasing pressures from customers and employees 

to take a stand
--More groups now claim victimhood, willing to sue
--Declining trust: Speak-up culture is now much harder
--Leaders of most institutions are in a more perilous position 

than they were 2 years ago



How to lead in polarized times?

3: National & 
International 
Ecosystem
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cultures,  investors

1: Individuals
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2: Groups
--Norms, Ethical culture



The role of the chief executive has 
never been more complex—or 
more consequential. Business 
leaders today are reshaping the 
internet, reimagining health care, 
upending transportation and 
more... 



But being a chief executive is no 
longer just about running a 
company. It means taking political 
stands on everything from 
immigration to gun rights. It means 
weighing in on tariffs and taxes —
all while balancing short-term 
profits with long-term goals, dealing 
with activist investors and attracting 
talented employees.



Psychological principles:
1) Emphasize common identities and shared fate, OFA-

AFO. Shared sacrifice.
2) Emphasize shared threat: risk of being torn apart
3) Emphasize and model giving the benefit of the doubt
4) Listen, then acknowledge what matters most to each 

group
5) Encourage people to NOT bring whole self to work; 

leave politics outside.



Ethics and compliance in polarized times?

3: National & 
International 
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Specific ideas:
1) Avoid formal/bureaucratic solutions when possible: 

they encourage victimhood culture.
2) Consider an ombuds: social skills to work behind the 

scenes, keep information flowing 
3) Measure and monitor ethical culture, esp. trust in 

management & peers; speakup-culture
4) Directly address politics as a type of diversity
5) Encourage people to NOT bring politics to work



Contact Ethical Systems

Azish Filabi, Executive Director
afilabi@ethicalsystems.org

Jeremy Willinger, Director of Communications
willinger@ethicalsystems.org

mailto:afilabi@ethicalsystems.org
mailto:willinger@ethicalsystems.org
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